Tailoring Bacteria Response by Piezoelectric Stimulation.
Bacteria are simple organisms with a remarkable capacity for survival by adapting to different environments, which is a result of their long evolutionary history. Taking into consideration these adapting mechanisms, this work now investigates the effect of electrically active microenvironments on bacteria and on how this stimulation may trigger bacteria growth inhibition or proliferation. Electrical microenvironments are generated via stimulation of a piezoelectric polymer with a mechanical cue, thus developing an electrical response and a variation on the surface charge of the polymeric material. Specifically, Gram-positive Staphylococcus epidermidis and Gram-negative Escherichia coli were grown overnight under static and dynamic conditions on piezoelectric poly(vinylidene) fluoride (PVDF) films to further study bacteria behavior under: (i) the effect of the material surface charge in static conditions, (ii) the mechanical effect, and (iii) the piezoelectric effect, the last two performed under dynamic conditions. Bacteria viability in planktonic and biofilm forms was measured, and the microorganism morphology was characterized. Whereas E. coli responds little to any of the stimuli application, S. epidermidis growth can be regulated through the material surface charge and by the applied frequency. Positively charged PVDF induces bacterial growth inhibition in planktonic and adhered cells in static conditions, whereas antifouling properties are obtained when a mechanical or piezoelectric effect at 4 Hz stimuli is applied. By increasing the stimuli to 40 Hz, however, the adhesion of bacteria is promoted. In conclusion, the behavior of certain bacteria species is tailored through the application of piezoelectric materials, which provide sufficient mechanoelectrical stimuli for growth or inhibition of bacteria, allowing for the design of suitable anti- and promicrobial strategies. Such strategies are only found in studies related to mammalian cells, whereas in bacterial cells this type of stimuli are still unknown. Thus, this work provides one of the first insights on the effect of piezoelectric stimuli on bacterial cells.